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Join AppLearn at HR Tech San Francisco
The market leading software adoption platform returns to HR Tech
San Francisco, CA – 13h June 2017: AppLearn is delighted to be part of HR Tech San
Francisco as a sponsor. Still thriving from all the innovative minds engaged with at HR
Tech London in March, AppLearn can’t wait to discuss more opportunities at HR Tech
San Francisco.
It’s an exciting time in HR, with new and exciting SaaS technologies disrupting the
industry across the world. The HR technology landscape is changing more rapidly
than ever. As HR leaders look to upgrade and replace existing HR systems.
But with changes and upgrades, comes adoption challenges. Some users are natural
adopters and will take to a system with ease, but most users will need further guidance
and support.
ADOPT, by AppLearn, fulfils the need for on-demand support at ease. A multi-app
software platform, designed to help users on demand one-to-one.
ADOPT makes business software simple, straight-forward and smarter. With a suite of
in-app and out of app modules that deliver and guide a user’s journey through any SaaS
application. Including Workday, Success Factors and Cornerstone HR.
ADOPT’s one of a kind modules help users engage with and use software in an
innovative, transformative way. Making working and learning a collaborative process.
Built with simplicity in mind, tools like Split Screen provide on demand training and

support directly in-app. Smart Pages provide just in time communication to inform
users of best practices, changes to process or functionality.
ADOPT’s Advanced Analytics can be used to track content and training consumption
with system usage data and support ticket data to analyse and act on gaps. Optimising
the usage of a software investment.
These modules, and more, form part of the innovative and disruptive ADOPT platform.
Join AppLearn at stand 515 and discover why so many businesses have implemented
our ADOPT platform as part of their digital HR project.

About AppLearn

AppLearn is the global leader in software adoption. It’s platform, ADOPT, is pioneered
from years of research in a market which is expected to be worth $124bn by 2017. ADOPT
draws on AppLearn’s extensive knowledge of IT and software adoption to deliver the
world’s most powerful, most effective adoption tool. Working alongside over 40 global
enterprises. With 5 million users, in 172 countries, in 34 languages. Every second of every
day, enterprises are using AppLearn’s insights to make their software implementation a
success.
Visit their website here www.applearn.com or talk to their team on +44 (0) 8455 20 20 80
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